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CVT Software and LincWare Present Admit+ to CEOs at LeadingAge Peak Conference
The First Digital Management Platform for Resident Admissions

March 21, 2017 -- WASHINGTON, DC, StartUp Zone: CVT Software (Cedar Falls, IA), a
technology and software provider for long-term care communities, has partnered with LincWare
(Rochester, NY), a leading provider of comprehensive, cloud-based solutions for healthcare,
human resources, and financial organizations, to present Admit+ at the Peak Conference,
targeted at CEOs, owners and C-Level management of senior communities along the
continuum of care. The Admit+ platform protects nursing communities from compliance risk,
ensuring proper reimbursements, and improving the resident admissions experience.
The CVT Software/LincWare partnership is one of seven companies selected to present new
products in the Peak Conference “StartUp Zone,” a new initiative by LeadingAge to introduce
unique technology to C-level management of organizations serving long term care.
Admit+ is the first digital management platform for resident admissions with ADDs (analytics,
decisioning, documents and signatures). Admit+ is a commercial off the shelf (COTS) solution
which provides customized forms per the specific community, serving as a referral decisioning
tool, contract generator and notification workflow engine. Access to the Admit+ solution can be
a PC, tablet or mobile device.
“The four main benefits of the Admit+ solution that we will present and exhibit at the Peak
Conference are how to improve profitability using resident admissions analytics and data
capture, how to identify the right residents for admission quickly using a decisioning tool,
automating document completion and capture from pre-admissions through discharge, and new
advances in electronic signatures,” said Greg Schmitz, PhD, president, CVT Software.
Admit+ provides analytics as a result of resident data that is captured during the pre-admissions
and admissions and discharge process. This includes clinical data from the EMR as well as
existing and new personal data, demographics and financials. Having data that can be acted
upon, provides invaluable business intelligence. With it, communities can track trends, monitor
quality, accountability and service.

“Ultimately, the business intelligence gained from Admit+ becomes a management tool,
providing a collaborative dashboard to share information in real-time and providing management
with the option of directing employees to more profitable activities,” explained Darren Mathis,
chief executive officer, LincWare.
“With faster, more appropriate admissions, lower overhead and material costs, productivity
efficiencies, reduced compliance risk, and assured reimbursements, Admit+ improves
profitability,” Mathis continued.
In addition, Admit+ offers enhanced signature automation that is unlike any existing document
signing application or feature and permits streamlined completion of admissions forms, and
thus, faster admissions. What makes the Admit+ signature automation capability different is that
it is completely integrated into the Admit+ platform, providing batch signing for all documents,
once and only once. The Sign Once. Sign All. feature is available for remote signature through a
secure portal.
CVT Software works with long-term care communities to reduce hospital readmission rates,
lower compliance risks, and protect reimbursements by offering software and technology
products that streamline the continuum of care transition process, to make it easier and more
profitable.For more information and to request an Admit+ demonstration visit: cvtsoftware.com.
LincWare helps organizations save time and money by providing a product suite of smart
automation solutions that simplify paper-based processes where compliance and efficiency are
critical. LincWare’s product suite includes Admit+; EOS, an employee onboarding solution, and
LincDoc, an eForms engine that is the platform for the Company’s innovative applications.
Founded in 2007 by Darren Mathis, chief executive officer, and Eric Lenio, chief technology
officer, LincWare is a privately owned company with offices in Rochester, New York. LincWare’s
customers includes healthcare organizations, an NFL franchise, financial services, universities,
municipal governments, and payroll companies.
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